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Abstract—In this paper, we study the higher-layer performance
as well as the "throughput, delay, energy consumption" tradeoff problem for multi-relay assisted cooperative automatic repeat
request (C-ARQ) protocols. We study a practical scenario where
only the average channel state information is available at the
source and relays. We consider four multi-relay C-ARQ protocols, and derive closed-form expressions for the transmission
delay distribution, the energy consumption and the higherlayer queuing performance. Furthermore, we analyze the QoSconstrained energy efficiency performances of the protocols. Our
analysis is validated by simulations. In addition, we evaluate
the system performance under these C-ARQ protocols and for
different topologies. We conclude several guidelines for the design
of efficient C-ARQ protocols. Finally, a simple extension of the
studied C-ARQ protocols is proposed, which improves the QoSconstrained energy efficiency by 4%.
Index Terms—C-ARQ, cooperative communications, DF relaying, effective capacity, energy efficiency, multiple relays.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Relaying is a fundamental technique to improve the performance of a wireless link. It is based on deploying a
third transceiver such that the destination likely receives a
much stronger signal forwarded by the relay in comparison
to the direct transmission by the source. This leads to an
improvement in the coverage and the transmission reliability
of the link [1]–[3]. Two major relaying principles have been
established: In amplify-and-forward (AF) the analog samples
of the received signal are simply amplified and passed on. No
decoding of the baseband samples is performed. Contrarily, if
the relay decodes the signal first and then forwards it, this is
referred to as decode-and-forward (DF) relaying. Obviously,
this involves processing of the received signal by the relay
nodes’ physical layer, which is not the case for AF relaying.
Based on these very mature relaying techniques, more
recently cooperative communications has attracted a lot of
research interest. In cooperative communications the fundamental assumption is that there are multiple potential relays.
Hence, by spending some control overhead, the best positioned
relay or a set of best positioned relays are identified to (jointly)
forward the signal to the destination. This boosts the system
performance as it exploits cooperative diversity [4] which is a
form of spatial/multi-user diversity. Many different techniques
have been proposed how to specifically exploit this cooperative
diversity. If for example the source has instantaneous channel
state information (CSI), [5] proposes to apply distributed
space-time block coding schemes at the source and relays.
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The paper shows that this leads to a higher spectral efficiency
in comparison to pure relaying. Under the same assumption of
CSI at the source, [6], [7] let each relay transmit separately for
a certain time fraction. By optimizing the transmission duration of each relay, the outage probability [6] and capacity [7]
can then be improved in comparison to pure relaying without
cooperation. In general, cooperative communications is well
known to effectively increase the throughput and reliability in
case that multiple relays are present [8], [9]. However, this
fundamentally comes at the price of an increased complexity,
energy consumption and hardware cost.
On top of the above mentioned cooperative communications, there is the possibility to further improve the reliability
by combining the cooperation principle with automatic repeat request (ARQ) protocol mechanisms. These combined
schemes are referred to as cooperative-ARQ (C-ARQ) protocols. A C-ARQ protocol lets relay(s) retransmit the data packet
to the destination when the initial transmission fails instead of
having the source retransmit the packet. Hence, the reliability
of the system is improved due to cooperative diversity. Furthermore, if the destination can combine the received signals
of the initial transmission and retransmissions, the reliability
is additionally boosted by the combined channel qualities.
It has been shown over the last few years [10]–[15] that from a pure physical-layer perspective - C-ARQ protocols
have an outstanding throughput and reliability performance in
comparison to pure relaying and cooperative communications.
Nevertheless, as with cooperative communications in general, C-ARQ protocols lead to a higher system complexity and
energy requirement. Few works attempt to address this tradeoff. For instance, from a pure physical-layer perspective [16]
shows that C-ARQ has higher energy efficiency than the noncooperative ARQ schemes under certain channel conditions.
In addition, [17], [18] show that the energy efficiency of
C-ARQ has a strong dependence on the number of retransmissions. Apart from the additional energy consumption, CARQ protocols also lead to a more complex framing-structure
which likely introduces additional stochastic delays to the
information flow from the source to the destination. While
studies exist which have been investigating the delay of CARQ protocols [14], [19], [20], they are typically limited to the
physical layer and do not take higher-layer queuing effects into
account. However, a joint delay analysis is particularly relevant
for delay-sensitive higher-layer applications. It typically comes
with a limited arrival rate (instead of the often studied fullbuffer assumption) but also with constraints regarding the
reception delay and the violation probability of this target
delay (for instance, for voice flows a typical scenario is
to keep the delay below 200 ms while the delay violation
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probability is around 5% depending on the used codec).
Summarizing, C-ARQ protocols actually introduce a tripartite
trade-off among throughput, delay and energy consumption.
However, to date this trade-off is only understood from a
physical layer perspective and a more complete analysis of this
trade-off with respect to higher-layer performance is missing.
In the following, we present such an analysis of this tradeoff. Our analysis is based on the effective capacity, which is a
well-known performance metric that accounts for transmission
and queuing effects in (wireless) networks [21]. The effective
capacity characterizes the (maximum) arrival rate of a flow to
a queuing system and relates the stochastic characterization
of the service of the queuing system to the queue-length
or delay constraints of the flow. It has been widely applied
to the analysis of wireless systems, however, no effective
capacity analysis of C-ARQ protocols has been published so
far to the best of our knowledge. In addition to the effective
capacity analysis of C-ARQ protocols, we further evaluate the
associated energy efficiency, by considering the ratio between
the effective capacity and the energy consumption of the
considered C-ARQ protocols. In the following we refer to this
ratio as the effective energy efficiency (EEE).
Based on these performance metrics, we study four C-ARQ
protocols representing different choices with respect to the
integration of the direct link into the protocol as well as the
dynamic choice of relays for forwarding. These different protocols are considered under quite practical system assumptions
where the channel knowledge is not perfect and ARQ feedback
overhead is considered. Based on this set-up we provide the
following contributions: (1) A closed-form expression of the
outage probability of multi-DF-relay two-hop transmission is
derived. (2) For the above four C-ARQ protocols, closed-form
expressions of the transmission delay distribution, the energy
consumption and the approximation of effective capacity are
derived and later on validated by simulation. In addition, we
derive the outage probabilities of the C-ARQ protocols with
truncations. (3) By numerical analysis we conclude a set of
guidelines for the design of efficient C-ARQ protocols as
follows: i. Direct link transmission can usually be ignored by
the C-ARQ protocols unless a specific topology of the nodes
is given. ii. There exists an optimal number of relays deployed
in the system when maximizing the EEE. iii. Dynamic relay
selection should be enabled as it leads to a better efficiency.
iv. Overhead should be spent to acquire the exact number of
relays present in the system.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
describes the system model as well as four investigated CARQ protocols. We introduce the EEE measure in Section III
and investigate the EEE performance for the C-ARQ protocols
in Section IV. Section V validates our theoretical analysis and
evaluates the C-ARQ performance. Moreover, in Section V
we propose a minor C-ARQ protocol variant which achieves
a higher EEE. We conclude the paper in Section VI.
II. S YSTEM M ODEL AND STUDIED C-ARQ P ROTOCOLS
In this section, we first describe the system, and then present
the models for channel behavior and energy consumption. At
last, the investigated C-ARQ protocols are introduced.

A. General System Description
We consider a DF relaying scenario which contains a
source S, a destination D and J DF relays R1 , R2 , ..., RJ as
schematically shown in Fig. 1. The distances between relays
are assumed to be much shorter than the distances either from
the source to relays or from the relays to the destination.
Destination

Packet
Buffer

Source

Packet

Relay with packet
Relay without packet

Relay Group

Packet
Broadcasting Channel
Relaying Channel
ACK Feedback Channel

Fig. 1. Example of the considered multiple relay system scenario.

The entire system operates in a slotted fashion where time
is divided into frames of length Tf . Depending on the exact
operational rules of the protocol, these frames are either broadcasting frames, forwarding/relaying frames or feedback frames
with acknowledgment (ACK) or negative-ACK (NACK). In
a broadcasting frame, the source takes a fixed amount of
data ρ out of its buffer and then broadcasts this packet
to the destination and relays. Due to the random channel
behavior, a random amount of relays is able to decode the
broadcasted packet successfully and will forward the packet
to the destination in the subsequent forwarding frame. Once
the destination received the packet (either successfully or not)
it gives feedback through an ACK/NACK frame. We assume
this feedback to be error-free. Due to C-ARQ protocols, a
packet is retransmitted by relays if the initial transmission fails.
The destination is assumed to apply maximal ratio combining
(MRC) during the retransmissions1 (the combination of MRC
and ARQ is also known as Hybrid-ARQ II [22]). This results
in a significantly stronger signal at the destination.
At the source, a constant data flow originates with arrival
rate r bits per frame. The transmission of this data is subject
to QoS requirements {d, Prd } (e.g., for audio or video applications) where d stands for a maximum tolerable delay and
Prd denotes the delay violation probability. Data that cannot
be transmitted immediately at the source is put into a firstin-first-out buffer. Note finally that relays do not queue data,
they only store the currently transmitted data packet.
B. Channel, SNR and Energy Consumption Models
Channels are considered to experience Rayleigh blockfading
where they are invariant during one frame but vary independently from one frame to the next. We denote the channel gains
from the source to the destination, from the source to relay j
and from relay j to the destination in frame i by h2S,D,i , h2S,j,i
and h2j,D,i (j = 1, 2, ..., J). The corresponding average channel
gains are h̄2S,D , h̄2S,j and h̄2j,D . In addition, we denote Ptx as
the transmit power at the source and each relay, and denote
Pfb as the transmit power at the destination for feedback.
The noise power is denoted by σ 2 . Also, we assume no
1 Compared with the SNR of a relaying frame, the SNR of a direct link is
significantly lower and can be treated as negligible. To simplify the derivation,
we only consider combining the signals transmitted/retransmitted by relays.
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the packet by a one-frame direct link transmission. If the
direct link transmission succeeds, as shown at the top right of
Fig. 2 the transmission delay of this packet is only two frames
while saving transmit power at the relays. However, if the
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interference to be present. Hence, the instantaneous signal-tonoise ratio (SNR) from the source to the destination in frame
i is γS,D,i =Ptx h2S,D,i /σ 2 . Similarly, the instantaneous SNRs
in frame i from the source to relay j and from relay j to the
destination are γS,j,i = Ptx h2S,j,i /σ 2 and γj,D,i=Ptx h2j,D,i /σ 2 .
As multiple relays forward the same packet in a forwarding
frame, the destination obtains a joint instantaneous SNR as
the sum of P
the instantaneous SNRs of links from these relays
as γξi ,D,i = Rj ∈ξi γj,D,i , where ξi is the set of relays which
forwards/reforwards the packet during frame i.
Moreover, by applying MRC over the initially transmitted
and retransmitted signals a cumulative joint SNR is obtained
at the destination, which refers to the sum of the joint instantaneous SNRs in the initial transmission and retransmissions.
P
This cumulative joint SNR is given by γC-ARQ = i∈π γξi ,D,i ,
where π is a set of indices of frames during which the packet
is forwarded and re-forwarded by relays.
Recall that we assume only the average CSI to be available
at the source and each relay. To account for this, we consider
an error model for the transmitted data at relays and the
destination. Given an SNR γ, at most Tf B log2 (1 + γ) bits
can be conveyed correctly per frame, where B is the bandwidth. Hence, a currently transmitted/retransmitted packet of
size ρ is successfully received if the instantaneous/cumulative
SNR is above the threshold γ ∗ = 2ρ/BTf − 1. On the other
hand, if the instantaneous/cumulative SNR is lower than the
threshold, an outage occurs which leads to a retransmission
by the corresponding C-ARQ protocol.
Regarding the energy consumption, we adopt the energy
consumption model introduced in [23], [24]. In general, we
consider two effects that contribute differently to the energy
consumption. The first one is the energy consumption due to
transmission. The other one is the basic energy consumption
which is spent for signal processing, battery backup, cite cooling and so on. We assume that the basic energy consumption
at the source, each relay and the destination are the same while
the corresponding power is denoted by Pc .

Reactive protocols

Proactive protocols

with a erroneous initial transmission

with a erroneous initial transmission

Fig. 2. The difference between proactive protocols and reactive protocols.

direct link transmission fails, the reactive protocol introduces
an additional delay and consumes additional energy.
2) Static/Dynamic Relaying Behavior: The second category
of C-ARQ protocols concerns the number of relays participating during the retransmission frames. After the source has
broadcasted a packet, not necessarily all the relays decode the
packet successfully due to channel fading. Let us call these
relays which decode the packet from the source correctly
as active relay set and call the rest as passive relay set.
Obviously, only active relays are able to participate in the first
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C. Multi-relay C-ARQ Protocols
Passive relays

C-ARQ is a link-level ARQ protocol that exploits relay(s)
for retransmission. In particular, a multi-relay C-ARQ protocol
requires multiple relays to retransmit a packet if the initial
transmission or the previous retransmission fails. In this work,
we study four multi-relay C-ARQ protocols which have different behaviors regarding the trade-off between throughput,
delay and energy consumption. The protocols differ in the
way they deal with the initial transmission, and in the way
they compose the group of retransmission relays.
1) Proactive/Reactive Behavior: A proactive protocol activates relays to proactively forward the packet in the initial
transmission as well as retransmissions. Hence, the initial
transmission of a proactive protocol is a relay assisted transmission consisting of a broadcasting frame and a relaying
frame. Contrarily, a reactive protocol uses a direct link transmission as the initial transmission and requires relays to
forward the packet only if the direct link transmission fails. In
other words, reactive protocols let the destination try to decode

Relays decode the packet successfully

Active relays

Fig. 3. The difference between static protocols and dynamic protocols.

retransmission. As shown in Fig. 3 (left), static protocols only
exploit these active relays for retransmission and let the passive
relays idle. Hence, the number of active relays under a static
protocol is fixed during the retransmission process of a packet.
On the other hand, dynamic protocols require all the passive
relays to overhear the packet when the active relays forward
the packet to the destination. Therefore, more relays might
join the set of the active relays later on in the retransmission
rounds, as shown in Fig. 3 (right). Regarding the trade-off
between throughput, delay and energy consumption, a dynamic
protocol likely has a higher throughput and shorter latency
while consuming more energy due to a higher number of
(initially passive) relays participating in the retransmission
process after a while.
In the rest of the paper, we will investigate the performance
of the four resulting combinations of the different categories:
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dynamic proactive (DP) protocol, dynamic reactive (DR) protocol, static proactive (SP) protocol and static reactive (SR)
protocol, which are actually the combinations of the above
two presented protocol categories.
III. E FFECTIVE E NERGY E FFICIENCY
In this section, we first briefly review the effective capacity framework, then we introduce a higher-layer energy
efficiency metric called Effective Energy Efficiency (EEE)
which captures the trade-off among throughput, delay and
energy consumption. Finally, we analyze mathematically the
EEE performances of the C-ARQ protocols.
A. Effective Service Capacity

B. Energy Consumption of C-ARQ
Based on the energy model in Section II-B, the energy
consumption contains two parts: the basic energy consumption
and the energy consumption due to transmission. The average
total consumed energy per frame is then obtained by (recall
that K is the probability that the queue is non-empty):
Ψ̄ = K · Ψ̄T + (J + 2) · Pc Tf ,

The effective service capacity is an approximation for the
queue length distribution of a queuing system with random
service process. Denote the service process, i.e., the amount
of bits that effectively leave the queue
Pi at frame i, as si , the
cumulative service process is Si = n=0 sn . Assume that the
queue is stable as the average service rate is larger than the
average arrival rate. Hence, the random queue length Qi at
frame i converges to the steady-state random queue length Q.
To characterize the long-term statistics Pr {Q} of the queue
length, the framework of effective service capacity gives us
∗
an upper bound Pr {Q > x} ≤ K · e−θ ·x , where K is the
probability that the queue is non-empty and θ∗ is the so called
QoS exponent. Based on [25], for a constant rate source with r
bits per frame, the exponent θ∗ has to fulfill the constraint
r < Λ (−θ∗ )/θ∗ , where Λ (θ) is the log-moment generating
function of the cumulative service process Si defined as:
h
i
1
Λ (θ) = lim log E eθ·(Si −S0 ) .
(1)
i→∞ i
The ratio Λ (−θ) /θ is called the effective service capacity.
Denote by Di the random queuing delay of the head-of-line
bit during frame i. If the constant arrival rate at the source is
r, with a queue length of Q = q, a current delay of the headof-line bit is given by D = q/r. This yields the following
approximation for the steady-state delay distribution:
Pr {D > d} ≤ K · e−θ

In the following, we call the maximum source rate as Maximum Sustainable Data Rate (MSDR) and refer to MSDR as a
metric for the queuing performance. Based on (4), the major
challenge for determining the MSDR is to obtain the mean
and variance of the increment of the service process for the
different C-ARQ protocols.

∗

·r·d

.

(2)

If si is independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.), a convenient simplification is to obtain the log-moment generating
function via the law of large numbers. Hence, the effective
service capacity is given by [26]:

(5)

where (J + 2) · Pc Tf is the basic energy consumption over
the duration of one frame of all nodes including the source,
the destination and J relays. Obviously, all the studied CARQ protocols have the same basic energy consumption.
Furthermore, Ψ̄T is the average energy consumption over one
frame due to data transmission (when the queue is non-empty).
Ψ̄T depends on the C-ARQ protocol, as static and dynamic
protocols have different numbers of relays participating in the
retransmission process.
Furthermore, in general C-ARQ protocols require different numbers of broadcasting frames, relaying frames and
ACK/NACK frames for transmitting/retransmitting a packet.
From an asymptotic perspective, these different types of
frames appear alternately with different probabilities. In other
words, these frame types occupy different proportions over a
longer time span of operation. For static relaying protocols,
we denote by pS , pR and pD the percentages of broadcasting frame, relaying frame (including initial transmission
and retransmissions) and ACK/NACK frame. Therefore, the
average transmit energy consumption per frame is obtained as
(pS Ptx + E[Ω]pR Ptx + pD Pfb )Tf , where Ω denotes the random
number of active relays with expectation E[Ω].
Under a dynamic protocol, the number of active relays
varies in the retransmission process. Recall that under a
dynamic protocol, initially some relays become active by decoding the broadcasted (from the source) packet successfully
while the other relays (passive relays) become active later on
by overhearing the forwarded packet from the initial active
relays. As the distances between relays are assumed to be
much shorter than the distances from the source to relays,
all the links between relays are significantly more reliable
than the source-relay links. Hence, all the passive relays are
very likely to decode the packet successfully by overhearing
one retransmission. Then, all the relays become active for
retransmission. Therefore, the percentage of relaying frames of
a dynamic protocol can be modeled by pi-R and pa-R which are
the percentages of initial active relays retransmitting frames
and all relays retransmitting frames. Hence, the average transmit energy consumption2 (per frame) of dynamic protocols



1
θ
Λ (−θ)
= lim
log E e−θ·si = E [si ] − Var [si ] . (3)
i→∞ i · θ
θ
2
Therefore, the queuing performance of the system is determined by the mean and the variance of the random increment
of the service process given by si . The maximum arrival rate
at the source r∗ that can be supported by the random service
process for given QoS requirements {d, Prd } is obtained by
combining the constraint r < Λ (−θ∗ )/θ∗ and (2) (upper
bounding K by 1):
2 This expression is rather realistic under the assumed scenario where the
r
relays
are very close to each other. It will be an upper bound for the energy
E
[s
]
1
2
ln
(Pr
)
d
i
2
r∗ |{d,Prd } ≈
+
(E [si ]) +
· Var [si ], (4) consumption if the relays are more spread out.
2
2
d
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can be modeled as (pS Ptx + E[Ω]pi-R Ptx + Jpa-R Ptx + pD Pfb )Tf ,
where Ω is the number of the initial active relays.
Summarizing, the average energy consumption due to transmission of the C-ARQ protocols is given by:

(pS +E[Ω]pR ) Ptx Tf +pD Pfb Tf ,
static;
Ψ̄T=
(6)
(pS +E[Ω]pi-R+Jpa-R ) Ptx Tf+pD Pfb Tf , dynamic.
As each node is assumed to operate with the same transmit
power, Ψ̄ is fully determined by the variables pS , pR (or pi-R
and pa-R ), pD and E[Ω]. We will derive these variables in
Section IV-C for each protocol.
C. Effective Energy Efficiency (EEE)
In this work, the (higher-layer) QoS-constrained energy efficiency of the C-ARQ protocols are investigated by considering
the ratio between the MSDR (under QoS constraints {d, Prd })
and the related average energy consumption. We refer to this
ratio as EEE. Recall that the MSDR is the maximum arrival
rate at the source that can be supported by the system under
certain QoS constraints and is derived by upper bounding K
by 1. Hence, the related energy consumption of the system
when the arrival rate at the source equals the MSDR can be
obtained based on (5) by considering K = 1. Therefore, the
EEE is given based on (4) and (5) by:
q
2
d)
· Var [si ]
0.5 E [si ] + 0.5 (E [si ]) + 2 ln(Pr
d
. (7)
Φ=
Ψ̄T (pS , pR , pD , E[Ω]) + (J + 2) · Pc Tf
The EEE differs from physical-layer energy efficiency metrics in that it directly demonstrates how effective the consumed
energy is on providing the delay-constrained service (where we
also take the queuing performance of the system into account).
For example, let us consider a system which consumes low
energy but supports a high data rate for a service with certain
delay constraint. However, the delays of most of the transmitted packets violate the constraint of the service. Therefore,
the EEE of the system is rather low while the physical-layer
energy efficiency has a high value. In addition, if system A has
a higher EEE than system B, this means that system A is able
to use less energy to support the same service (with the same
data arrival rate and the same QoS requirements) compared to
system B or that while consuming the same energy system A
is able to transmit more bits under the QoS requirements.
As can be concluded from (7), the major challenge to obtain
the EEE becomes the derivation of the mean and variance of
the service process increments si together with the energy
consumption variables of Ψ̄T . We deal with the derivation of
these variables in the next section.
IV. EEE PERFORMANCE OF C-ARQ P ROTOCOLS
Under C-ARQ protocols, the transmission (including initial
transmission and retransmissions) of a packet with size ρ takes
a random amount of frames. Denote this random number
by τ . Considering the service process increment si at the
source and assuming it to start at frame i, it takes the form
si = 0, si+1 = 0 . . . , si+τ = ρ over the time span of the τ
frames until successful transmission (as the packet is taken out
of the source queue only if it was successfully transmitted).

However, in order to simplify the analysis, we adopt a service
model [25] where the incremental service process equals
instead si = ρ/τ, si+1 = ρ/τ, . . . , si+τ = ρ/τ . The advantage of
this model is that we only need to determine the statistics of τ
in order to obtain the mean and variance of the service process
increments. This comes at the price of being an approximation,
however, we validate in Section V that this assumption is not
impacting the system performance significantly.
In addition to the mean and variance of the service process
increments, based on the distribution of τ , we can also obtain
the percentages of the frame types for each C-ARQ protocol.
Therefore, the fundamental challenge of investigating the EEE
performances of C-ARQ protocols is to derive the distribution
of τ . In the following, we first analyze the outage probability
of the initial transmission, and based on this derive the
distribution of τ for each protocol. Then, we derive the mean
and variance of the service process increment and the energy
consumption variables based on the distribution of τ . As a
consequence, the EEE performance can be finally determined.
The methodology of the EEE analysis of each C-ARQ protocol
Outage probability
analysis
Distribution of t
Packet size

Node power
Energy
consumption
variables
Mean and
variance of
service process

Energy
consumption

MSDR

Effective
energy
efficiency

Fig. 4. EEE analysis methodology of the considered C-ARQ protocols.

is shown in Fig. 4.
A. Outage Probabilities of the Initial Transmission
The initial transmission of a reactive protocol is the direct
link transmission. With Rayleigh block-fading channels, the
outage probability of the direct link is given by:


Pr0 = 1 − exp −γ ∗ σ 2 2h̄2S,D Ptx .
(8)
Recall that γ ∗ is the SNR threshold subject to the packet size ρ.
For a proactive protocol, the initial transmission is a multirelay assisted two-frame transmission. Our previous work [27]
has shown that the outage probability of the single two-frame
transmission is given by:
XJ
Prout
Pr2 (n) · PrB (n; J, Pr1 ) ,
(9)
Initial =
n=0

where the number of active relays n is a binomially distributed
random variable. Recall that J is the total number of relays
deployed in the system. Denote by PrB (n; J, Pr1 ) the probability density function of n, hence we have:


J
n
J−n
PrB (n; J, Pr1 ) =
· (1 − Pr1 ) · (Pr1 )
, (10)
n
where Pr1 is the outage probability of the link form the source
to relay j and is given by:


Pr1 = 1 − exp −γ ∗ σ 2 2h̄2S,j Ptx .
(11)
In (9), Pr2 (n) is the outage probability of the relaying frame
with n active relays. Due to the MRC, the combined SNR at
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o
XJ n J(k −1)
Pr1 1
· PrB (n; J, Pr1 ) · [F (γ ∗ ; n(k2 − 1), β) − F (γ ∗ ; nk2 , β)] .
n=1
o
XJ n J(k −1)
Pr1 1 ·PrB (n; J, Pr1 )·[F (γ ∗ ; max {J(k2 −2)+n, 0} , β)−F (γ ∗ ; J (k2 −1)+n, β)] .
Pr{τDP = 2k1+2k2 −1} =
n=1
(
1 − Pr0 , n
k1 = 1;
o
PJ
Pr{τSR= 2(k1+k2 )}=
J(k −1)
Pr0 n=1 Pr1 1 ·PrB (n; J, Pr1 )·[F (γ ∗ ; n (k2−1) , β)−F (γ ∗ ; nk2 , β)] ,
k1> 1.
(
1 − Pr0 , n
o k1 = 1;
PJ
Pr{τDR= 2(k1+k2 )}=
J(k −1)
Pr0 n=1 Pr1 1 ·PrB (n; J, Pr1 )·[F (γ ∗ ; J(k2−2)+n, β)−F (γ ∗ ; J(k2−1)+n, β)] , k1 > 1.

Pr{τSP = 2k1+2k2 −1} =

the destination results from the superposition of several fading
signals, which leads to a Gamma-distributed random variable
for the joint SNR [27]. Hence, Pr2 (n) is equivalent to the
cumulative distribution function F (γ ∗ ; n, β) of the Gammadistributed random variable:
Pr2 (n) = F (γ ∗ ; n, β) = Pr(γ ≤ γ ∗ ; n, β)

Xn−1 1  γ ∗ j γ ∗
1 −
e− β , n > 0;
j=0 j!
β
=

1,
n = 0,

(16)

where β is the scaling parameter of .the gamma distribution
PJ
and is given by β = 2 j=1 Ptx h̄2j,D Jσ 2 . Both the gamma
distribution and the binomial distribution are approximations
based on the topology simplification (recall that the distances
between relays are assumed to be significantly shorter than
the distances either from the source to relays or from relays
to the destination). However, we have shown in [27] that both
these distributions are indeed appropriate approximations even
if the relays are more separated3 .
B. Distribution of τ and Outage Probability of C-ARQ
The number of retransmission frames consists of rebroadcasting frames and re-forwarding frames. The source
re-broadcasts the packet if no relay decodes the packet correctly while a re-forwarding frame occurs if the previous
forwarding/re-forwarding failed. Hence, the random variable
τ (the number of transmission and retransmission frames)
depends on two random variables k1 and k2 which are the
number of broadcasting frames (including initial broadcasting
and re-broadcastings) and the number of forwarding frames
(including initial forwarding and re-forwardings). Taking into
account the feedback frames, the expressions of τ of the
proactive and reactive protocols are:

2k1 +2k2 −1, proactive protocols;
τk1 ,k2 =
(17)
2k1 +2k2 ,
reactive protocols.
Assuming the packet to be successfully decoded at some
relay after k1 broadcasting attempts, the probability of this
J(k −1)
equals Pr1 1
· PrB (n; J, Pr1 ). Similarly, if the destination
finally decodes the packet correctly based on combining the
signals transmitted/retransmitted k2 times from n active relays,
the probability of this under a static proactive protocol equals
F (γ ∗ ; n(k2 − 1), β) − F (γ ∗ ; nk2 , β).
3 The errors of the approximations are no longer negligible if the maximal
distance between relays is larger than half of the source-relays distance [27].

(12)
(13)
(14)
(15)

For a dynamic protocol, the computation of the successful transmission during the relaying phase is actually more
complex to derive, as one needs to consider the changing
number of relays during the retransmission attempts. If the
initial transmission of a dynamic proactive protocol succeeds (which means k2 = 1) and the number of active
relays is n, then the probability that this happens equals
F (γ ∗ ; 0, β)−F (γ ∗ ; n, β). Otherwise, the destination finally
decodes the packet correctly based on combining the signals
transmitted once by n active relays and retransmitted k2 − 1
(k2 > 1) times from all the J relays. This probability is equal
to F (γ ∗ ; J(k2 −2)+n, β)−F (γ ∗ ; J (k2 −1)+n, β). Therefore,
the probability mass function (PMF) of τ under the static
proactive protocol and the dynamic proactive protocol are
given by (12) and (13). Similarly, the PMF of τ under the
static reactive protocol and the dynamic reactive protocol are
given by Equations (14) and (15).
Based on the distribution of τ , for all the C-ARQ protocols
we can immediately obtain the residual outage probability of
a packet after τ transmission and retransmissions frames:
Xdτ /2e Xdτ /2e
Prout
Pr [τk1 ,k2 ], (18)
C-ARQ (τ ) = 1 −
k1=1

k2=dτ/2e−k1

where d·e is the rounding function (rounding to the next
highest integer). In fact, (18) shows the outage probability
of C-ARQ protocols with limited number of retransmissions
(also known as the truncated retransmission). We do not focus
on the truncation of C-ARQ protocols in this work. However,
note that based on (18) one can consider the maximization of
the MSDR or the EEE of a truncated C-ARQ protocol.
C. Energy Consumption
Recall that variables E[Ω], pS , pD , and pR of static protocols
as well as pi-R and pa-R of dynamic protocols determine the
overall energy consumption of the system (see Section III-B).
The expected size of the initial active relay set E[Ω] is
equivalent to the expected number of relays which decode the
packet correctly after a single broadcasting frame. In addition,
Ω is a binomially distributed random variable [27]. Hence,
E[Ω] is obtained by:
E[Ω] = J · (1 − Pr1 ).

(19)

Second, for all the protocols the percentage of the broadcasting frames is given by:
X
k1
· Pr [τk1 ,k2 ].
(20)
pS =
k1 ,k2 ∈N τk1 ,k2
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Third, the percentages of relaying frames and ACK/NACK
frames under the proactive protocols and the reactive protocols
need to be analyzed separately. From Fig. 2 we observe that
there is a one-to-one correspondence between the relaying
frames and ACK/NACK frames in each proactive protocol.
Hence, the percentages of relaying frames and ACK/NACK
frames are the same, and are given by:
pR = pD = (1 − pS )/2.

(21)

For the reactive C-ARQ protocols, the corresponding percentages of the relaying frames for the different relay sets are:
X
1
· Pr [τk1 ,k2 ],
(22)
pi-R =
k1 ,k2 ∈N τk1 ,k2
X
k2 − 1
pa-R =
· Pr [τk1 ,k2 ].
(23)
k1 ,k2 ∈N τk1 ,k2
Finally, the percentage of the ACK/NACK frames of reactive
protocols pD is obtained by:
pD = 1 − pS − pi-R − pa-R .

(24)

validations and evaluations, we consider the following parameterization of the system model: We randomly deploy a certain
number (five) of relays in a circle with radius R = 20 m, while
the distances of broadcasting and relaying links are both set
to 200 m (we vary the system topology in Section V-C). We
assume that the center frequency is 2 GHz and the frame length
is 20 ms. In addition, we set Ptx = 20 dBm, Pfb = 15 dBm,
Pc = 17 dBm and noise power σ 2 = −95 dBm, respectively.
We utilize the well-known COST231 model for calculating the
path-loss and utilize the Rayleigh distribution for obtaining
the channel fading for both theoretical and simulation values.
In the evaluation, we mainly vary the following parameters:
packet size, the number of relays deployed in the system and
the location of the destination. Finally, the MSDR and the EEE
are the performance metrics we mainly consider.
A. Validation of the Analysis
0.4

Static Proactive S
Dynamic Proactive S
Static Reactive S
Dynamic Reactive S
Static Proactive T
Dynamic Proactive T
Static Reactive T
Dynamic Reactive T

0.35

0.3

D. Mean and Variance of the Service Process Increments
To derive the mean and variance of the service process
increments, we first clarify the difference and the relationship
between the probability mass function (PMF) of τ and the
PMF of the service process increment si . Recall that if we
take randomly one packet from all the packets that have been
transmitted the probability that this packet has a transmission
delay τ is Pr [τk1 ,k2 ]. This is the PMF of τ . Based on
our service process model, the corresponding service process
increment of this packet has value ρ/τ and lasts τ frames.
In other words, when the service process increments show up
with a certain value ρ/τ , they show up in a group with size τ .
This group behavior needs to be accounted for. Therefore, the
PMF of si can be obtained based on the PMF of τ by scaling
the probability for each possible value of τ . Hence, the PMF
Pr[τk1 ,k2 ]·τk1 ,k2
of si is given by Pr(si = τk ρ,k ) = P
,
1 2
k1 ,k2 ∈N τk1 ,k2 Pr[τk1 ,k2 ]
where the numerator is the expected value of τk1 ,k2 given by
E [τk1 ,k2 ]. Then, the mean and variance of the service process
increments result as:
ρ
ρ
1 X
·Pr(si =
)
E [si ] = ·
Tf
τk ,k
τk1 ,k2
k1 ,k2 ∈N 1 2
(25)
1 X
ρ
Pr [τk1 ,k2 ]·τk1 ,k2
1
ρ
=
·
·
= ·
,
Tf
τk1 ,k2
E [τk1 ,k2 ]
Tf E [τk1 ,k2 ]
k1 ,k2 ∈N

Var [si ] =

X Pr [τk ,k ]
ρ2
2
1 2
−(E [si ]) .
Tf ·E [τk1 ,k2 ]
τk1 ,k2

(26)

k1 ,k2 ∈N

By now, we have obtained all the components of the EEEs
for the four C-ARQ protocols. Therefore, the MSDR and EEE
can finally be obtained from (4) and (7).
V. N UMERICAL R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSION
In this section, by simulation we first validate our analytical
expressions and then evaluate the C-ARQ performance. For all
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Fig. 5. Validation of the distributions of τ of the considered C-ARQ protocols
(packet size 85 bits).

First, we observe a very good match of the simulation
results in comparison to the theoretical model in Fig. 5 where
the results are obtained from the model parameterization
introduced at the beginning of this section while the packet
size being fixed to 85 bits. This validates the distribution of τ
as derived in Equations (12) - (15).
Next, we validate the analytical expressions for the mean
and variance of the service process increment as well as the
resulting MSDR and EEE, which are shown in Fig. 6-a, 6-b, 6c and 6-d. The results are obtained by using the same model
parameterization as Fig. 5 while varying the packet size. Again
we observe a very good match between the simulation results
and the theoretical analysis as derived in (20) - (26).
Concluding, Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 are strong indications that
the derived analytical models fit the real system behavior
well, despite several approximation assumptions that were
introduced for the derivations. In the following we continue
to provide the simulation results as well, while the focus of
the next subsections is to derive guidelines for the design of
efficient C-ARQ protocols.
B. Higher-Layer Performance of the C-ARQ Protocols
In this subsection we present results regarding the MSDR
and EEE of the considered C-ARQ protocols. First, it is
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Fig. 6. The mean and variance of service process increments together with
the energy consumption and MSDR of the C-ARQ protocols.

already shown in Fig. 5 that the probability density function of
random variable τ is more concentrated for dynamic protocols
than for static protocols. This indicates that dynamic protocols
are more time-efficient than static protocols.
Second, we observe in Fig. 6-B that the dynamic protocols
have a lower variance of the service process increment in
comparison to the static protocols. Also, we observe in Fig. 6B that dynamic protocols have relatively lower variance values.
In addition, we find that all the variance curves have global
maxima for distinct packet sizes (ρ > 50 bits). The reason
is as follows. As the variance of ρ/τ is increasing in ρ2 , the
variance decreases for smaller packet sizes. However, small
packets also lead to a higher transmission success probability
which results in a low expected value of τ . As the packet
size increases, the (expected) value of τ increases since the
destination needs more retransmissions to finally decode the
packet successfully. This finally leads to a low value of the
variance of ρ/τ . Summarizing, the variance of ρ/τ actually
demonstrates a trade-off between ρ and τ . This is the reason
why the variance curves first increase and then decrease as the
packet size increases. Note that the variance of each reactive
protocol has also a local maximum for small packet sizes
(of about 20 bits). These local maxima are caused by the
direct link transmission. The initial transmission of a reactive
protocol is a direct link transmission which has a much
lower SNR in comparison to relay-assisted transmissions.
Small packet sizes let the packet be decoded successfully
at the destination relying on just a direct link transmission.
Hence, the probability increases strongly that τ = 2. As
ρ slightly increases, the direct link transmission still very
likely leads to a successfully transmission, which means that
τ does not increase. Therefore, the variance of ρ/τ slightly
increases. However, as ρ continues to increase, the probability
of a successful direct link transmission significantly decreases.
Hence, more and more packets need to be retransmitted by the
relays, which leads to a much larger τ . As a result, the variance
of ρ/τ then decreases.
Third, we observe from Fig. 6-C that static protocols and
dynamic protocols consume almost the same energy for either

big or small packet sizes. As we know, the static protocols and
the dynamic protocols differ in the number of retransmission
relays. In other words, they actually have the same procedure
of initial transmission. At the same time, outages and retransmissions seldomly occur for small packet sizes. Hence, they
have similar energy consumption for small packet sizes. On
the other hand, for rather large packet sizes, no relay decodes
it correctly. Therefore, there is no relay forwarding. Instead,
the source is constantly retransmitting the packet. That is the
reason why all the energy consumption curves finally converge
as the packet size increases.
25
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Fig. 7. The EEE performance comparison among the protocols for QoS
parameters {d, Prd } = {20Tf , 10−1 }.

Fourth, compared to reactive protocols, proactive protocols
consume more energy but have higher MSDRs (shown in
Fig. 6-D). This raises the question which of these protocols
are more efficient, which we address in Fig. 7 with respect to
a scenario where the distances from the source to relays and
from relays to the destination are the same. We find that the
dynamic proactive protocol is the most energy-efficient one. In
addition, a dynamic protocol always significantly outperforms
a static protocol no matter whether it is combined with a
reactive protocol or a proactive protocol.
C. Evaluation of the Impact of the Relay Number on the
System Performance
As the multi-relay C-ARQ protocols exploit the diversity of
multiple relays, the performance of the protocols are subject
to the number of relays present in the system. In addition,
the performance of reactive protocols are influenced by the
channel quality of the direct link which is further subject to
the distance between the source and the destination. Hence,
the considered protocols are expected to show different performances while varying the system topology. To evaluate these
performances is important for the design of effective C-ARQ
systems.
1) Evaluation of the System Performance on Relay Numbers: We show in Fig. 8 and 9 the MSDR and the EEE for
a varying number of relays present in the system. We plot
the corresponding Shannon-capacity-based data rates (SDR)
and Shannon-capacity-based energy efficiencies (SEE) as comparison cases, i.e. the physical layer throughput and energy
efficiency of the system.
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Fig. 9. The comparison between the EEE and Shannon-capacity-based energy
efficiency (SEE) of the protocols while varying the number of relays deployed
in the system. The QoS parameters are set to {d,Prd } ={20Tf , 10−3 }.

We learn that deploying more relays in the system monotonically increases the MSDR. However, regarding EEE, deploying more relays is not always beneficial. Instead, as shown
in Fig. 9 the EEE curves appear to have a convex behavior
in the number of the relays. Moreover, we observe significant
gaps between MSDRs as well as between EEEs and SEEs.
All the EEE curves (dotted lines) are zero when the system
only has one relay as shown in Fig. 9. This means that the
system cannot support the corresponding QoS requirements
and hence the MSDR becomes 0. In other words, with only
one relay the system consumes energy but cannot transmit
any packets under the QoS requirements. At the same time,
none of the SEE curves (solid lines) has value zero when the
relay number is one. Hence, if QoS has to be provided by the
system, the SEE is not a good metric to evaluate the efficiency
of the system. Instead, the EEE has to be considered, as EEE
directly demonstrates how effective the system spends energy
for the QoS requirements of interest.
2) Performance Loss due to Relay Number Uncertainty:
Previous evaluations (e.g., in Fig. 7) show that the packet
size is one of the major concerns for maximizing the EEE.
Actually, when the number of relays in the system varies,
we find that the optimal packet size changes accordingly.
However, if the source only knows that there is a relay group

Fig. 10. EEE Performance Loss due to relay number uncertainty.

(at least one relay) in the system but does not know the exact
number of the relays, the source could decide the packet size
according to the pessimistic assumption that there is only one
relay in the system in order to make the transmission reliable.
This leads to a performance loss of the system, if there are in
fact more relays. We are interested in this performance loss and
illustrate this in Fig. 10. The curves with solid lines represent
the situations that the source decides the packet size according
to the pessimistic assumption while the other curves with
dotted lines represent the situations that the source knows the
exact relay number. The figure shows that the performance loss
is about 20% for a system with two relays and is about 40%
for a system which has nine relays. Therefore, we conclude
that a C-ARQ protocol should spend the required overhead to
determine the exact number of relays in the system first.
3) Optimality of Dynamic Protocols for Different Topologies: Based on the above numerical results, the dynamic
protocols always show better EEE performance than the
static protocols. Hence, we further compare the two dynamic
protocols in the following. Since a reactive protocol uses
120
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Fig. 8. The comparison between the MSDR and Shannon-capacity-based data
rate (SDR) of the protocols while varying the number of relays deployed in
the system. The QoS parameters are set to {d,Prd } ={20Tf , 10−3 }.
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indicates whether the destination is more close to the relays or to the source.

the direct link transmission as the initial transmission, the
performance of it is subject to the system topology, especially
the distance of the direct link dS-D . To compare the dynamic

10

reactive protocol with the dynamic proactive protocol, we vary
the system topology in the following way: While fixing the
locations of the source and relays and fixing the distance dR-D
from the center of relay group to the destination, we vary the
location of the destination by circularly moving it around the
relay group. We obtain the comparison between the dynamic
proactive protocol and the dynamic reactive protocol which is
shown in Fig. 11. We observe that even at the zero point of the
X-axis (dR-D −dS-D = 0), where the source-destination distance
is the same as the relays-destination distance, using direct link
as the initial transmission attempt (reactive protocols) has still
a lower performance than using relaying (proactive protocols).
600m

Destination location (Proactive > Reactive)
Destination location (Proactive < Reactive)
Source location
Relay group location

Y−axis position

500m

400m

the discussed C-ARQ protocols. Different from the dynamic
protocols which require all the passive relays to overhear the
forwarding frame and then participate in the retransmission,
we introduce a probability Pr∗ , (Pr∗ ∈ [0, 1]). In the proposed
protocol, if a passive relay decodes the packet successfully by
overhearing, it participates in the retransmission with probability Pr∗ . Hence, the performance of the proposed protocol
is similar to a static protocol when the value of Pr∗ is close
to 0, and similar to a dynamic protocol if Pr∗ is close to
1. In numerical experiments (which is not shown here), we
observe that while varying the Pr∗ from 0 to 1 the EEE
performance of the trade-off protocol initially outperforms the
static protocols and later on even exceeds the dynamic protocol
performance, before the EEE decreases again for large values
of Pr∗ . In Fig. 13 where Pr∗ is set to 0.8, we show that the
proposed protocol has slightly lower MSDR but much lower
energy consumption than the proactive protocols. As a result,
the proposed protocol improves the EEE performance by 4%
(when the packet size is around 70 bits).
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Fig. 12. The EEE performance comparison between proactive protocols and
reactive protocols, where only the locations of the source and relays are fixed.

Spatially, we show the comparison between proactive protocols and reactive protocols again in Fig. 12. The reactive
protocols are superior over the proactive protocols only if the
destination is located in a rather small range around the source.
D. An Improved C-ARQ Protocol Design
Based on the evaluation of the above four protocols, we
find that static protocols consume less energy while dynamic
protocols allow for higher MSDR. This indicates that the EEE
is likely to be improved by trading-off the characteristics of
the two schemes. Therefore, we propose a simple extension of
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In this paper, we investigated the higher-layer performances
as well as the "throughput, delay, energy consumption" tradeoff of four C-ARQ protocols in a multi-relay system. Following this approach, a closed-form expression of the outage
probability of the multi-DF-relay two-hop transmission was
derived for analyzing the initial transmission of the C-ARQ
protocols. Moreover, the distribution of the transmission delay and the energy consumption were also derived for each
protocol. Furthermore, we derived a tight approximation of
the effective capacity by determining the mean and variance
of the corresponding service process increments based on
considering the distribution of τ (the number of frames for
successful packet reception). Finally, we analyzed the higherlayer energy efficiency of the C-ARQ protocols by considering
the EEE which is the ratio between the effective capacity and
the energy consumption of the considered C-ARQ protocols.
Through numerical results, we validated our analytical
model. In addition, we concluded several guidelines for the design of efficient C-ARQ protocols from the numerical analysis
of our analytical framework: (1) Direct link transmission can
usually be ignored by the C-ARQ protocols unless a specific
topology of the nodes is given. (2) There exists an optimal
number of relays deployed in the system when maximizing
the EEE. (3) Dynamic relay selection should be enabled as
it leads to a better efficiency. (4) Overhead should be spent
to acquire the exact number of relays present in the system.
At last, we proposed a simple multi-relay C-ARQ protocol
which is a trade-off between dynamic protocols and static
protocols. We showed that the proposed protocol improves
the EEE performance by some additional 4%.
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